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Proteins possess qualities of robustness and adaptability to perturbations such as mutations, but occasionally fail to
withstand them, resulting in loss of function. Here the structural impact of mutations is investigated independently of the
functional impact. Primarily, we aim at understanding the mechanisms of structural robustness, pre-requisite for
functional integrity. The structural changes due to mutations propagate from the site of mutation to residues much more
distant than typical scales of chemical interactions, following a cascade mechanism. This can trigger dramatic changes or
subtle ones, consistent with a loss of function and disease, or the emergence of new functions. Robustness is enhanced by
changes producing alternative structures, in good agreement with the view that proteins are dynamic objects fulfilling
their functions from a set of conformations. This result, robust alternative structures, is also coherent with epistasis or
rescue mutations, more generally with non-additive mutational effects and compensatory mutations. To achieve this
study, we have developed the first algorithm, referred to as Amino Acid Rank (AAR), which follows the structural changes
associated with mutations from the site of the mutation to the entire protein structure and quantifies the changes so
mutations can be ranked accordingly. Assessing the paths of changes opens the possibility to assume secondary mutations
for compensatory mechanisms.

Introduction
How proteins sustain and adapt their biological functions, or fail to
do so, is a complex question. The structure and function of proteins
are defined by amino acid sequences which naturally vary upon
genetic mutations. The robustness of proteins against mutations
depends on the impact on the protein function of the structural
changes arising from the mutations, changes which are not much
1
investigated . Proteins are strongly resistant to single amino acid
mutations: most amino acids can be mutated without loss of
2
function , i.e. such mutations are functionally neutral. Less
frequently, with a frequency about 10-9 per site, mutations lead to
3
the emergence of new functions (innovation) . Alternatively, there
are pathological mutations which lead to a loss of function. The
present view of neutral mutations is that some are adaptive
because their combination with other mutations drives functional
evolution through non-additive effects (e.g. functional promiscuity
or epistasis) 3. Non-additive effects are also involved in rescue
mechanisms, where the negative effect of pathological mutation is

neutralized by a mutation at a second site2, 4-6. Generally, protein
robustness, protein innovation and protein adaptation refer to the
impact of mutations on the biological function of proteins.
On the other hand, the structural changes which are tolerated by a
protein without jeopardizing the protein functionality (functional
robustness or emergence of a new function) or those who on the
contrary lead to loss of functions, are rarely looked into. Yet, even
little understanding of the underlying structural changes would be
instructive to address pathological mutations or help designing new
enzymes. The gap between the studies on functional and structural
robustness is due to several issues. To investigate functional
robustness, a protein prototype is chosen, every individual amino
acid is mutated and the function of the mutants is tested
7
experimentally . Likewise, studying structural robustness, namely
maintenance of the structural integrity necessary for a biological
function, implies to choose a protein prototype, mutate every
individual amino acid, crystallize each mutant, solve each structure
and compare the ones which share the same function. First, this is
technically and financially challenging as well as time consuming.
Second, the goal is to understand if a protein structure is built to
bear mutational changes and if so, to investigate by what
mechanisms. Thus an experimental approach is not appropriate
because some mutations would fail to produce a structure but for
reasons not necessarily related to structural robustness. A mutation
might prevent folding and acquisition of a stable structure, but have
no impact on the structural robustness. For instance, the B subunits
of the pentamers of the cholera toxin and the heat labile
enterotoxin maintain a pentamer at pH 5.0 but do not reassemble
at this pH 8-11. Also a mutation leading to a new structure and a new
function might not easily be identified as such, experimentally. On
the other hand, in silico mutations produce structural changes in
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order to generate a stable structure. In silico methods cannot create
a new structure or destroy a structure from a mutation, they
produce a set of conformations close to the wild-type structure.
This is a relevant framework to investigate the structural changes
which underlie structural robustness as a general issue rather than
having to restrict the study on specific mutations. The third issue is
the lack of tools to measure and compare the effects of mutations
on a structure, comparison needed to understand the mechanisms
by which the protein structure bears the changes. There exist
programs to compare global structure features (e.g. RMSD) and
visualize structural differences12-15. But here it is about following
changes from a local perturbation, the site of the mutation, to the
entire protein structure.
To circumvent these difficulties, we have adopted the following
strategy. We have worked on the atomic structure of the pentamer
of the cholera toxin B subunit (CtxB5) because it is a stable protein
with an OB-fold, structure common to many other proteins with
different sequences. We can therefore assume that the structure is
naturally robust to mutational changes. We have generated a set of
in silico mutations using Fold X, which produces structural changes
16
maintaining a reliable structure . Let us recall that the goal of the
study is not to predict the effects of experimental mutations on a
structure, but to have a set of mutations appropriate to explore
structural robustness. The dataset is the individual mutation of all
the amino acids which compose the toxin interface. To analyse the
structural changes due to mutations, we have modelled the toxin
interfaces as networks of amino acids in interaction such that the
structural properties are compared through network comparison.
The analysis of the networks helped us to build an ad hoc algorithm,
called Amino Acid Rank (AAR) which takes into account all structural
changes observed in the dataset, quantifies them and ranks the
mutations accordingly.
Finally, we have analysed the results of AAR in terms of structural
robustness. The results indicate that mutations generate structural
changes at different scales (local or long range) in a cascade
mechanism and independently of the local changes on the mutation
site and of the nature of the mutation. Structural robustness relies
not only on mutations producing no or little changes but also on
mutations producing significant structural changes but generating
redundant conformations, in good agreement with the recent
definition of protein as an ensemble of conformations fulfilling one
function. Thus, the redundancy produces alternative structues
necessary for having conformations functionally distinct upon
secondary mutations, consistently with “adaptive neutral
mutations”. An example of non-additive mutations is provided not
in the context of emerging functions but as a correction mechanism
of a cancer-related mutation reported in the tetrameric domain of
the tumour suppressor p53. This error-correction mechanism is not
conceivable if structural robustness is based only on a lack of
structural changes upon mutation. The identification of a second
site mutation capable of correcting default is possible because of
the new algorithm AAR.

PDB, all distances between atoms of one chain and atoms of
adjacent chains are computed. Two atoms share a link if they are
within 5 Å distance. Two hotspots share a link if they have at least
one of their respective atoms within 5 Å distance from one another.
It is convenient to represent the hot-spot network as its adjacency
matrix A. If N is the number of hotspots in the protein, then A is the
N × N matrix with value ai,j in row i and column j if i and j are
connected by a link, and 0 otherwise. The weighted adjacency
matrix W is defined by wi,j, the weight of the link connecting i and j,
that is the number of atomic links between amino acid i and amino
acid j. The adjacency matrix A is defined by ai,j equals 1 if wij >0,
otherwise aij equals to 0.
Function Arank. A mutated PDB is generated with Fold X
introducing a single hotspot mutation of a residue at position r. The
function SpectralPro is then applied on the mutated PDB. To
compute the quantity of structural changes produced by the
mutation, a N × N « difference matrix » D is defined as follows: di,j
mut
wt
−wi,j where di,j is the entry value of D at row i and column
=wi,j
mut
j, wi,j
is the weight of the mutated network at row i and column
wt
j and wi,j is the weight of the wild type (WT) network at row i
column j.
The structural changes produced by the mutation on the entire
structure (Global changes, arankr) are computed as the sum of the
absolute value of all the entries of D (that is ΣI,j |di,j|). The
structural changes at the position of the mutation (local changes,
localr) are computed as the sum of the absolute values of all entries
of D at row j (that is Σj |di,j|). The arankr values are used to rank
mutations according to the amount of structural changes they
produce.
Function Backup. This is to compute the redundancy of every link of
the WT hotspot network. The backup links are sought within the
local secondary structure around every hospot link based on the
known hydrogen bonding of secondary structure. That is any (i,j)
links located within a distance of 4 residues along the sequence on
both chains of the considered hotspot link is computed as its
backup link. Details are provided in the AAR pseudocode.
The AAR pseudo code is provided in the electronic supplementary
information (ESI).

Fold X. Mutations were computed using the protein design tool of
Fold X (version 3 beta) 16, 17. Only the protein design function was
used for mutagenesis using the PDB 1EEI as the wild-type (WT)
structure. Details and run parameters are in the electronic
supplementary information (ESI). Essentially the run parameters are
chosen to minimize their impact on the network construction, to be
applicable broadly on X-ray structures, and not to depend too
strongly on a high quality structure. Here the qualities of the
structures need to be at ∼ 2.5 Å or above resolution.

Methods
AminoAcidRank (AAR) algorithm. Function SpetralPro. The goal is
to model a protein interface by a hotspots network. A protein
interface is made of the amino acids of one chain which interact
with the amino acids of adjacent chains. These amino acids are
referred to as hotspots. To construct a hot-spot network, we first
define its atomic network. Using the atomic coordinates from a

Results and discussion
The aim is to investigate the structural changes that a protein may
go through from individual mutations of its amino acids, still
maintaining a stable structure. As a model of study, we use CtxB5,
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focusing on the amino acids that compose the toxin interface, socalled hotspots. A protein structure is built on atomic interactions
between its amino acids, likewise for a protein interface. Thus to
analyze the structural changes that take place in the toxin interface
upon mutation, first intermolecular atomic interactions need to be
established. The exact atomic interactions are intractable due to
the large size of the system. Atomic interactions rely on chemical
nature of atoms, distances between atoms and the atom
environment (atomic neighbors). In order to take these parameters
into account, the following procedure is undertaken (Methods). The
distances between all atoms of one chain and all atoms of an
adjacent chain, referred to as interatomic distances are calculated
from the X-ray coordinates of CtxB5 provided by the RCSB Protein
Data Bank (PDB code 1EEI). All interatomic distances within 5 Å are
considered as chemical interactions, without distinguishing the
nature of the atoms (methods). This approximation is reasonable
because every type of chemical interactions (van der Walls,
electrostatic, hydrogen bonds, etc) between the atoms of amino
acids carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur and hydrogen fall within a
18
distance of less than 5 Å . The chemical nature of atoms is not
considered also because it is assumed that two atoms in the X-ray
structure would not be close if they ought to chemically clash. They
are either necessarily chemically compatible or their neighbors’
shielding prevent them from clashing.
To each hotspot is associated a weight wi equals to ∑ ,  , which
is the total number of its links (intermolecular atomic distances
within 5 Å, see methods). The pairs of atoms which are within 5 Å
distance are coarse-grained to their respective amino acids in order
to associate to each hotspot a number of amino acids in physical
contacts (degree), number ai equals to ∑ , . Because all the
distances within 5 Å of every atom are considered, the algorithm
intrinsically accounts for the neighbor atoms. The weigh and the
degree can be considered as proxy of the probability of interactions
of the amino acid, the higher the degree the more likely the amino
acid is to have an interaction.
Survey of the structural changes
Our algorithm Amino Acid Rank (AAR) after establishing the amino
acids and the interactions that composed the toxin interface with
the above procedure, models the interface as a network of amino
acids in intermolecular interactions (Methods, Function
SpectralPro). The amino acids that have at least one intermolecular
atomic distance within 5 Å are linked and referred to as hotspots.
The CtxB5 interface has 58 hotspots forming the nodes of the
network, these are also recognized as hotspots by other programs
19
available . There are no histidine or cysteine hotspots.
We systematically mutate every hotspot one by one. In the current
work we restrict ourselves to mutations to asparagine residue for
simplicity, asparagine having average chemical and geometrical
properties. For example it has a residue that is polar rather than
hydrophobic or charged, and has an average number of atoms as
compared to other amino acids. Mutations to other amino acids will
be considered in future work.
16
In silico mutations are performed using Fold X (Methods)
to
generate a mutated structure, from which a mutated toxin interface
and a mutated network are produced by the AAR algorithm. To
capture the structural changes associated with a mutation, AAR
compares the networks after and before mutation and extracts all
modified amino acid links (Methods, Function Arank). Mutations
change the positions of atoms which modify the intermolecular
atomic distances and so the nodes, degrees and weights of the

network. To quantify the structural changes produced by a
mutation at position r within the entire structure (arankr), AAR
sums the absolute values of the differences between the weights
after and before mutation of all the nodes of the networks, the
higher the arankr the larger the structural changes (Table 1). A
change in weight means some atoms have become closer or further
away, implying atomic interaction rearrangements. Depletion of an
amino acid link means that the two hotspots have no more atoms
within 5 Å distance. Addition of a new link means that the two
hotspots have moved closer so they have atoms within 5 Å
distance. These are amino acid link rearrangements. To qualitatively
describe the mutations, a sphere of influence is defined as the
number of modified amino acids by the mutation and by the
distances between the site of the mutation and the modified
residue the furthest from it (Table 1). Two distances are measured,
geodesic and Euclidian. The geodesic distance is measured by the
number of chemical links to be crossed to go from the site of
mutation to the modified residue the furthest from it by the
shortest path and the Euclidian distance is measured between the
two residues in Ångström (Fig. 1). The spheres of influence of the
fifty eight mutations are shown on their respective X-ray structures
in Fig. S1 (see the electronic supplementary information, ESI),
highlighting the broad diversity of structural changes in quantity
and quality. The arankr values vary from 182 to 2, ten mutations
have an arankr below the first quartile while fifteen have an arankr
above the third quartile, and thus most mutations generate
significant changes (Table 1). The changes involve side chain atoms
only since the RMSD is zero for all mutations. No more than 10 % of
the native interfacial contacts are loss upon mutations. On average
the mutations modified eight hotspots; a quarter modifies only up
to five hotspots and a quarter modifies more than eleven. Thirteen
mutations out of fifty-eight produce only local perturbations,
namely structural changes of residues in physical contact with the
site of the mutation and so located within the chemical reach of the
mutated residue (Euclidian and geodesic distances within 5 Å and 1,
respectively). Forty-five mutations produce global changes, namely
changes beyond physical contact and chemical reach of the
mutated residue. Eighteen modify residues located at distances
above 10 Å. The maximum long range modification is 17 Å. The
mechanism of the long range modifications is chemically sound
since the changes are going from hotspots chemically linked to
hotspots chemically linked in a step-by-step manner as determined
from the geodesic distances (Fig. 1). This cascade mechanism seems
related to the secondary structure of the mutated residue since out
of eighteen residues belonging to α-helices, seventeen produce a
cascade (long range changes) upon mutation (95 %). Out of twentysix which belong to a β-structure, thirteen produce a cascade (50 %)
while out of fourteen which belong to a loop, twelve produce a
cascade (86 %). This relation would need to be verified and further
explored on a dataset. There are twelve mutations for which the
changes do not go from hotspots to hotspots but go from the
mutated residue to its intramolecular contacts, which subsequently
modify their hotspots (Table 1, column Intra). It is still a step-bystep mechanism, but through intramolecular and intermolecular
links. Thus the results highlight paths of changes between amino
acids of the interface and amino acids outside it. Likewise,
mutations of amino acids outside the interface are capable of
modifying hotspots’ degrees (work in progress). This is consistent
with the mechanisms of protein assembly combining folding and
association steps in a coordinated manner (for review see 20). A
step-by-step mechanism is described in other real networks as
Peer-to-Peer mechanisms (P2P)21.
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As selected examples, the mutations K69N, A64N, L31N and I39N
are considered in details because they allow covering the chemical
and geometrical properties of amino acids (small, medium and large
side chain, hydrophobic, charged and polar chemical nature). Their
spheres of influence are shown in the X-ray structures of the
respective mutants (Figure 2A). Large modifications are seen for the
K69N and A64N mutants while fewer modifications take place for
the mutants I39N and L31N. The mutations K69N and A64N are
among the top disruptive ones with arankr values equal to 182 (first
rank) and 112 (fifth rank), respectively (Table 1). This highlights that
the extent of the structural changes cannot be inferred by the
difference between the nature of the original and mutated residue
since lysine is bigger and has more atoms than asparagine while
alanine is smaller and has less atoms. This is further supported by
the fact that the mutations of other lysine or alanine such as K34N
and A102N have different AAR values (Table 1). To consolidate this
point the spheres of influences shown in figure S1 are sorted by
amino acid type, subsequently sorted by decreasing values of
arankr.
Now if the mutation K69N is compared to the mutation L31N, the
latter has an arankrvalue ten times lower than 182. Yet the residue
L31 has a degree 9 and a weight 74, significantly higher than the
degree and weight of the residue K69, 2 and 29, respectively. Like
the nature of the residue, the degree or the weight does not
condition the extent of the structural changes. This is further
evidenced by plotting the arankr values against the weight of the
original residue before mutation for the fifty eight mutations (Fig.
2
2B). The linear correlation is weak (Fig. 2B, R = 0.27), indicating
that mutation of an amino acid with a high weight does not
systematically lead to large structural changes, and likewise
mutation of an amino acid with a low weight does not necessarily
lead to few structural changes.
The arankr values are then plotted against the local weight changes
(localr, weight differences on the mutated residue after and before
mutation, see methods), and again a rather weak linear correlation
2
is observed (Fig. 2C, R = 0.44). This indicates that global changes
are not proportional to local changes. Moreover, only some
mutations have arankr values which fall on the straight-line of slope
two implying local changes (Fig. 2C, red line). Most mutations have
arankr values outside this line and so the produce global changes
and involve cascades. If there are only local changes, that is weight
changes on the mutated residue and nowhere else, then the global
changes are twice the local changes because the global changes
count the weight changes on the mutated node and on its endpoint
nodes. This confirms that mutations produce changes at different
scales as shown by the spheres of influence (Fig. S1). The absence of
correlations between the arankrvalues and the local weight before
mutation or the local weight changes remains true even if the
networks are built with cut offs 4 and 6 Å instead of 5 Å. Thus these
properties are invariant within the experimental error of X-ray
structures (∼ 1Å). It is interesting to discuss the two AAR outliers,
the mutation R67N and the mutation K69N because they have
similar local and global changes (Table 1). What is different
however is their fraction of local changes: R67N has lost 24 % of its
interactions (24/101, ratio local weight difference to weight before
mutation) while K69N has lost 77 % (23/30). The fraction of local
changes does not correlate either with the global changes
measured by AAR (not shown).
Structural robustness, fragility and adaptation

To assess whether the structure of a protein is built to bear
mutational effects, we propose to consider the structural changes
produced in the CtxB interface by the mutations and see if they are
consistent with all known mutational effects: robustness,
innovation, adaptation/rescue and pathology.
The first key point is that the mutations yield structural impact at
different scales (Table 1, Fig. 2, Fig. S1). This means there is no a
priori specific scale (e.g. 5 Å) at which structural changes can be
detectable and it is necessary to measure them locally as well as
globally. This is in good agreement with other studies showing both
direct and indirect physical interactions in co-evolving residues 1.
Local structural changes, namely modification within the chemical
reach of the site of the mutation is consistent with enzymatic
innovation or adaptation which does not lead to a full
reorganization of the global structure. Global structural changes are
consistent with pathologies where a single mutation is enough to
jeopardize a structure and consequently a function. Of course, this
does not imply that enzymatic innovation and pathology occurs
only via local and global changes, respectively. This all depends on
the scale at which the function is regulated by the structure.
The scaling does not explain adaptation through epistasis, rescue
mechanism, or compensatory mutations (non-additive effects). Let
us consider the pre-requisite for such effects: a mutation at a site 1
with an effect 1 (Mutant 1) and a mutation at a site 2 with an effect
2 (Mutant 2). Non-additive effects mean the consequences of the
combination of mutations 1 and 2 are different from the
consequences of mutation 2 (or of mutation 1) individually. This
implies that the structures of the mutant 1 (or of mutant 2) and of
the wild-type are different, otherwise they would react similarly
upon the secondary mutation (Fig. 3). In other words, a robust
mutation that leads to a rescue mechanism or a compensatory
effect upon a second site mutation necessarily has a structure
distinct from the WT one. This suggests that functional robustness
is built on mutations with no structural impact (neutral mutation) as
well as on mutations producing distinct structural solutions
functionally equivalent to the WT one (adaptive mutations). If true,
this means among networks different from the WT one (i.e.
Arankr≠0), some should be WT-alternative and other should be
dissimilar. To investigate this possibility, the four mutations K69N,
A64N, L31N and I39N are considered again. The structural changes
due to these mutations are schematized by networks before and
after mutation on Fig. 4. Let us first consider the mutations K69N
and A64N which both have significant structural changes, namely
high arankr (Fig. 4A). The K69N mutation modifies the layout of the
WT network substantially, since it reduces the atomic interactions
between the region of interface composed of residues 63 to 67 of
one chain and residues 73 and 65 of the adjacent chain, and
simultaneously increases the atomic interactions between the
residue 67 of one chain and the residues 27 to 37 on the adjacent
chain. This is well-illustrated on the X-ray structures (Fig. 4A).
Moreover, the mutation also depletes the only two weak ties of the
WT network, namely the links (31, 50) and (63, 53) which connect
two regions of interface otherwise unconnected.
On the contrary, the networks A64 and N64 have a similar layout
(Fig. 4A). In fact, the N64 network appears like a WT alternative
network with more amino acid links, but the same regions are
connected. The K69N and A64N mutations well-illustrate the
distinction between structural changes and alternative structural
solutions. The mutations I39N and L31N have low arankr (14 and 18,
respectively) but a similar result can be observed (Fig. 4B). Only the
link (39, 8) is depleted in the I39N mutation, not modifying the
network significantly since there are other linked residues in the
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vicinity of the link (39, 8) (Fig. 4B). In contrast, the L31N, even
though it also yields a single link depletion (31, 50), the mutated
network is not equivalent to the WT one because it lacks the only
link that was connecting the regions 50, 64-68, 88 and 96-98
through the intermolecular link (31, 50) (Fig. 4B). It is therefore
important to acknowledge that structural changes large or small
yield alternative networks or not. So, the quality of structural
changes must also somehow be incorporated in order to anticipate
the impact of a mutation. Because of the scaling issue and the
cascade mechanism, establishing the appropriate measure for
alternative networks to sort out robust (neutral and adaptive) and
fragile mutations is complex and beyond the scope of the present
work.
The obvious difference between the A64N and I39N alternative
networks and the altered K69N and L31N networks is the
redundancy of amino acid and atomic links in the formers. This is
reminiscent of peer-to-peer networks, which are robust to
perturbation because they have more links than necessary -‘back
up’ links- such that depletion or addition of links is tolerated by
22
generating several alternative networks . To see if alternative
structures and networks exist in proteins, we have measured
backup amino acid links in the interface of CtxB5. Two amino acid
links (i, j) and (i’, j’), which belong to the same secondary structural
element, defined as the residues -i- and –i’- are four amino acids
apart along the sequence and likewise for their respective -j- and -j’residues, are considered to backup each other. This is because the
integrity of the secondary structure relies on at least the amino acid
links which participate to the hydrogen bonding. The maximum
distance of four amino acids apart along the sequence corresponds
to a helix turn (i +/-4) so backup links are counted within this range
of distance along the backbone. Based on this definition of backup,
AAR calculates the number of backup links for each link of the WT
network (Methods, Function backup). Out of 92 links of amino
acids, only the two weak ties have no backup. Eleven links have 1 to
3 backups, fifty-two have 4 to 13 backups and twenty-seven have
more than fourteen backups. A backup network of the WT toxin
interface is shown in Fig. 5, with the number of backups of each link
described by a colour code. The network shows a non-uniform
distribution of the number of backup per hotspots within the
structure that may indicate fragile areas. This result supports the
possibility of having neutral structural changes through addition
and/or depletion of links producing alternative networks and
structural robustness (Fig. 5). The backup for the residues K69, A64,
L31 and I39 are 16, 41, 80 and 26, respectively. The mutations A64N
and I39N which have a redundant network also have a higher
backup than K69N. The L31N has a highest backup but the amino
acid link (31, 50) has none. This illustrates the complexity in
assessing robustness due to the scaling problem (robustness of a
node, of a link or of a region/community). Nevertheless the results
are encouraging to further explore the concept of backup as a
measure of robustness and fragility.
WT alternative networks lay the ground for non-additive mutational
effects because different atomic interactions would cope differently
with secondary mutations. A mutation not tolerated in a WT
network/structure might be tolerated in a mutated WT alternative
network. We tested this possibility to further support a mechanism
of robustness via alternative WT networks. The cancer-related
mutation G334V reported for the tetrameric domain of the tumour
23
suppressor p53, is used as a default mutation case . The goal is to
find a second site mutation which alone produces neutral structural

changes and a WT alternative network but coupled with the G334V
mutation prevents its structural damages, corroborating nonadditive effects through alternative networks. The impact of the
G334V mutation on the protein conformation is such that X-ray
crystallography is inapplicable and there is no fiber structure
available yet. The mutation G334V is generated in silico from the
WT atomic structure (PDB 1SAK) using Fold X instead. The interface
between chains D and B is analysed. The G334V mutation leads to a
large amount of structural changes as the AAR is 286, there are side
chain and backbone atom rearrangements since the RMSD is 0.03
Å. The sphere of influence reveals long range changes up to
residues at geodesic distances five and Euclidian distance 15 Å from
the residue 334 (Fig. 6). The structural changes go from the residue
334 up to the residue 324 on the N-terminal end and up to the
residue 352 on the C-terminal end (Fig. 6A). The mutation does not
change the degree of the residue 334 but it changes the degree of
its intramolecular amino acid neighbours, residues 333 and 337, in a
cascade mechanism (Fig 6). As a result, the residue 337 loses its
pairing with the residues 345, 349 and 352, keeps its pairing only
with the residue 348, reducing the connectivity within the interface
region composed of the residues 345 to 352 and 337 to 341 (Fig.
6B). Moreover, the residue 333 also loses pairing with the residue
345 removing a link between the interface region composed of
residues 330-334 and 325-328 and the interface region composed
of the residues 337-341 and 345-352 (Fig. 6B). It is possible that the
rigidity between these two regions loosen up after depletion of the
link 345-333. The residue N345 is at the cross-road of the structural
changes produced by the mutation G334V. We tested if a mutation
at this position could reinforce the atomic interactions of the
network such that it becomes robust to the G334V mutation. Again
in silico mutations are performed using Fold X. The network of the
single mutant N345D is similar to the WT network except for an
increase of the weights (number of atomic interactions) of the links
(345, 333), (345, 341), (337, 348) and (337, 349) and a decrease of
the weight of the link (337, 345) (Figure 6B). The double mutant
N345D+G334V has structural changes on half as many residues as
the mutant G334V, it maintains both links (345, 333) and (345, 337)
and its network looks like the WT one, apart from an additional link
between the residue 333 and 352 found as well in the single mutant
G334V (Fig. 6B). The small changes in the atomic interactions
produced by the N345D prevent the residue 337 from moving away
after the mutation of the residue 334 and prevent the loss of the
link (333, 345). This is a non-additive mutational effect since the
effects of the individual mutations differ from the effects of
combined mutations; the effects of the G334V are lost when
combined with the N345D mutation. This suggests that a second
site mutation producing a compensatory effect is to be found
among the residues modified by the first site mutation, namely it is
on the sphere of influence of the first site mutation. This hypothesis
is supported by the observation that on average, in the interface of
CtxB5, eight amino acids are modified by mutation and on average
deleterious mutations can be compensated by nine mutations 1, 24.

Conclusions
The work investigates the mechanisms proteins use to resist
structural changes upon mutations, as a groundwork to understand
functional robustness. Assuming that all proteins bear mutations by
similar mechanisms, a case of study is a good model of
investigation. The first challenge is to elaborate a set of mutations
producing structural perturbations still maintaining a viable
structure to look at. The solution proposed is to mutate in silico
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adaptation and pathology) supporting the approach as well as the
hypothesis that structural robustness is embedded in the structure
of the protein.
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every amino acid of the interface of the B subunit pentamer of the
cholera toxin and to monitor structural changes via a network
model of the interface. A network representation is interesting
because it allows measuring local to global changes and to
investigate the capacity of proteins to cope with perturbation 25.
The relevance of network models in the study of structures for
protein dynamics is now well established26-32. The second
achievement is the AAR algorithm which quantifies all structural
changes between wild-type and mutant structures by simply
counting the changes in their number of atomic interactions. AAR is
fast (less than one second for a protein of 103 amino acids),
thorough and applicable on the Cartesian coordinates of any atomic
structures.
One novel finding is that structural changes follow a cascade
mechanism where the local reorganization of the atoms at the site
of the mutation disturbs the chemical neighbors of the mutated
residue which in turn disturb their chemical neighbors, etc as in a
domino effect. What triggers the cascade is not yet identified but it
is neither the degree nor the weight of the original residues nor the
fraction of local changes. This differs from networks where
33
perturbations propagate through hubs (highly connected nodes) .
Instead, the changes propagate stepwise from hotspot to hotspot,
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rest of the protein (global change). This cascade mechanism results
in major changes in interactions stretching out to large distances, or
to more subtle changes. As mentioned already, the formers are
consistent with pathological mutations while the latters
accommodate adaptability and emergence of new functions
through structural rearrangements which do not completely modify
7
the protein conformation . A cascade mechanism is also consistent
with allostery, although multiple perturbations -as found in binding34
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35, 36
degree would lead to local changes and explain robustness
. Yet,
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The presence of backup links in the WT network, which allows
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peer networks or other biological networks
.
In summary, the extent of structural changes produced by
mutations does not depend on the degree of the mutated residue,
and it does not condition the impact of a mutation on the structure.
The impact of mutation involves more complex mechanisms which
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Figure legend.
Figure 1. Schematic of the cascade mechanism underlying the
structural changes associated with mutations. As the most
disruptive mutation, K69N is chosen to illustrate the paths of the
structural changes going from the site of mutation to elsewhere in
the interface. The K69N mutation modified the atomic interactions
of twenty-two hotspots of the interface covering a distance of
fifteen Ångströms. The paths of changes are schematically
described by arrows going from hotspots (nodes, black circles)
chemically linked to hotspots chemically linked, the chemical
distances (5 Å) are illustrated by dotted semi-circles. However,
because the structure is a three dimensional object, the Euclidian
distance between the site of mutation and the residue modified the
further from it cannot be calculated from the schematic. The
geodesic distances are the number of chemical links crossed to go
from one hotspot to another. The structural changes of K69N cover
three chemical links.
Figure 2. Local degrees and global changes. A. Spheres of
influence. Only two adjacent chains D and E of CtxB5 are
represented in pale and dark grey strands, respectively (PDB 1EEI).

The toxin interface is in ribbon. The residues modified by mutations
are spacefilled and the mutated residues are red. The left panel
shows the location of the four mutated hotspots K69, A64, L31 and
I39 on the WT structure. The other panels on the right are their
respective spheres of influence as shown on their respective X-ray
structures. B. Weak correlation between the original weighted
degree of the mutated residue and the amount of structural
changes after mutation measured by AAR. Arankr values are
plotted against the weights of each hotspot -i- before mutation
wiWT. The dotted line is the linear correlation. C. Global vs local
changes. Arankr valuesare plotted against localr values (methods,
local weighted degree differences (|wimut - wiWT|). The dotted line is
the linear correlation and the red line is for y = 2x.
Figure 3. Schematics of additive and non-additive mutational
effects. A WT network maintaining two segments together through
four links of amino acids is drawn. Two sites of mutations M1 and
M2 are considered. Non compensatory mutations (Upper
schematic). If M1 implies no structural and network reorganisation,
then M2 has the same effect on the WT and M1 mutated network.
Compensatory mutations (Lower schematic). If M2 does not have
the same effect of the WT and M1 mutated networks, then the M1
and WT structures and networks are different.
Figure 4. Structural robustness. A. Networks of K69 and A64
residues, before and after mutation. Networks of the sphere of
influence with hotspots nodes and links of hotspots as links . Zoom
on a subset of interfacial residues in the X-ray structures of K69 and
N69 (balls and stick representation). The numbers are the
sequence position of the residues. The residue 69 of chain E and the
residue 67 of chain D are shown in CPK and yellow, respectively.
The residues of the chain E are otherwise olored in green. The
backbone shows that both structures are in the same position. B.
Networks of the spheres of influence of the residue I39 and L31,
before and after mutation. Legend as in 4A.
Figure 5. Backup network of the WT interface. Structural
robustness is based on the presence of backup links that allow
bearing addition and depletion of links without structural impact.
The nodes of the backup networks represent the hotspots, the size
of the nodes represents their degree. The links represent pairs of
hotspots and the colors of the links represent the number of backup
for each link within a range indicated by the color scale on the right.
The reddest the link, the least backup interactions the pair of amino
acid has. The arrows indicate the positions of the two nodes with
weak ties (50, 31) and (53, 63). The letters on the network are the
chains on which the hotspots are located.
Figure 6. Non-additive in silico mutations G334V and N345D in the
p53 tetrameric domain. A. p53 WT. Left panel. The chains B (light
grey) and D (dark grey) of the WT p53 are shown in backbone
representation (PDB 1SAK) except for the residues of the sphere of
influence of the mutation G334V, spacefilled. Right panel. As on
left, but with a strand representation but in strands except for the
residues indicated in balls and sticks. The cascade of changes is
illustrated by arrows. B. Networks of the WT, G334V, N345D and
G334+N345D spheres of influence. Legend as in figure 4. The
mutated residues are in red. The open circles are the residues
whose degrees are modified by the mutation. Arrows illustrated the
path of structural changes going from the residue 334 to the
residue 352. The red lines are for added (continuous) and depleted
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increased and decreased weights, respectively.
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links (dotted) of amino acids. Black thick and thin lines are for
Table 1. Mutations features
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